
 

 

















‘ur’ Piggy Bank 
Put the coins which have a picture of 
something that contains the ‘ur’ sound 
in the piggy bank.
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‘ur’ Piggy Bank: Coins 
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www.sensoryspectacle.co.uk
Sensory Spectacle educate about & create awareness of Sensory Processing Disorder 
internationally using immersive learning for parents, professionals & students.SS

Follow Us

*workshops    *online training    *books    *webinars    *keynote speaker   *experiences

Cloud Dough

What you need
4 cups flour

1/2 - 1 cup cooking oil
Food colouring

Mixing bowl
Large spoon

Extras - things to explore 
with, cutlery, buckets, shapes, 

animals

How to make
Mix the flour and cooking oil 

together in your bowl.

When the consistency is beginning 
to fix together use your hands to 

knead the oil into the flour.

The consistency needs to not be 
sticky, if it is then add a little more 

oil.

If the dough doesn’t keep it’s shape 
when squeezed then add a little 

more oil.

There’s so many 
opportunities with cloud 
dough, you can add in 
chocolate powder.

Taste
Add in food flavourings or powdered drink 
mixture to add another element.

Tactile
This cloud dough is very similar to sand and 
so is loved by so many who like to explore and 
discover with sand.

This recipe is edible so it can 
be safe to use with people 
who may explore things in 
their mouths.
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Equipment 

• Plant pots/ recycled planters 

• Water 

• Soil/compost 

• Vegetable scraps 

Activity 

1) Mushroom – Remove cap and plant the 

stalk in soil with its top surface exposed.  

Keep cool and not in direct sunlight. 

2) Garlic – Plant a clove and keep in a 

sunny window.  Keep soil moist - harvest 

as bottom 1/3 of leaves start to yellow. 

3) Potatoes – Cut into pieces with 1-2 eyes. 

Dry for a few days. Plant in soil 4 inches 

deep and at least 12 inches apart. 

4) Onions – Cut off the bottom and let it 

dry out for a few days.  Plant in soil, in 

sunlight and keep moist. 

5) Carrots – Remove the top to about an 

inch. Soak it in a tray of water and leave 

in a sunny window. Once the leaves are 

sprouting, plant into soil. 

6) Ginger – Soak a chunk in water 

overnight. Plant in moist soil until shoots 

appear. Ready to harvest in a year. 

7) Leeks/spring onions – Place root ends  

(bulbs) in water but not fully submerged. 

Change water daily and watch regrow. 

8) Celery/cabbage – Submerge roots in a 

shallow dish. Spray with water and 

change dish water twice a week. Once 

leaves sprout, plant the cutting with the 

leaves above the soil. Harvest-5 months. 

 

Experiment with other vegetables and fruits.  

Can you collect any seeds from scraps to grow?  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Kitchen Scraps 

Gardening 

Start your own veggie patch by using your old 

kitchen scraps 

All  

Background information: 

 

Many vegetables can be regrown 

from themselves or scraps that you 

may otherwise have thrown away.  

This means you will be saving money 

on your garden and also will be 

creating less kitchen waste.  

 

These planting activities are great to 

look at the different parts of our 

food and how they grow.  These can 

be started in pots or jars on your 

window sill and continue to grow in 

pots or beds outside.  You don’t 

need huge amounts of space to see 

some scientific results. If you can 

design and create a recycled plant 

pot then even better! 
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